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Abstract. The paper deals with the integrable massive models of quantum field
theory. It is shown that generalized statistics of physical particles is closely
connected with the invariance under quantum groups. This invariance
provides the possibility to construct quasi-local operators (parafermions)
possessing generalized statistics which interpolates the physical particles. For
the particular examples of SG, RSG models and scaling 3-state Potts model the
parafermions are described completely (all their matrix elements in the space of
states are presented).

Introduction

In two-dimensional space-time the quantum fields can satisfy the commutation
relations which generalize the usual bosonic and fermionic ones [1, 2]. The most
general form of these relations is

J (0.1)

x<y

where x9 y are space coordinates. The matrix R should be a constant solution of the
Yang-Baxter equation:

Here we used usual tensor notations (Rtj acts nontrivially in the tensor product of
fth and/ h spaces). Even diagonal matrices R are of interest in this context; they
correspond, for example, to kinks in the Gross-Neveu Model [2] or parafermions
in ZN models [3]. The commutation relations (0.1) with nontrivial .R-matrices
appeared originally in the framework of conformal field theory [4—6].

In the present paper we show how to realize the relations (0.1) for massive
completely integrable models and explain the connection between generalized
statistics and symmetries associated with quantum groups. The 5-matrix in the
completely integrable model is factorizable. The two-particle S-matrix should
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satisfy the equation of factorization [7] (Yang-Baxter equation [8, 9]):

S12(βi-β2)S13(β1-β3)S23(β2-β3) = S23(β2-β3)Sί3(β1-β3)Sί2(β1-β2),

where βl9 β2, β3 are the rapidities of particles. The matrix S(β) is analytical function
of β. For many interesting models the S-matrix possesses nontrivial asymptotics
for β-+±oo:

Si2(/0^^#i2, S12(β)ΎΓΓ^(R21Γ
1

9 (0.2)

where R21 =PRί2P, P is the operator of permutation, R is a constant solution of
Yang-Baxter equations. This behaviour contradicts a certain physical intuition
which requires that the amplitude of elastic scattering should tend to 1 when the
corresponding S-variable tends to infinity. This problem was discussed in the
papers [1, 2] where it was proposed to introduce instead of the particles with the
S-matrix S(β) which are considered as auxiliary ones, the physical particles
possessing generalized statistics,

α,*n / & ) < * (/J2) = α,*n ((β2)a& k{βy)R>lj, βt <β2. (0.3)
out 1 out-* out* out*

The S-matrix of the physical particles is not analytical:

S12(β) = S

but it satisfies the condition

It is very easy to pass from the base of auxiliary particles to the base of physical
ones. Technically the auxiliary particles are more suitable. However the principal
statement is that if S-matrices possess nontrivial asymptotics we actually deal with
physical particles satisfying generalized statistics.

Evidently Eqs. (0.1) and (0.3) are closely connected. The interpolating fields of
the particles satisfying (0.3) should satisfy (0.1). Here a crucial difference with usual
bosonic or fermionic statistics appears: the fields satisfying (0.1) cannot be
expressed via the Fourier transform through the creation-annihilation operators
satisfying (0.2). That is why the theories for which the relations (0.1), (0.3) hold
should be nonlinear, i.e. they necessarily contain nontrivial interaction. In the
present paper it will be shown that the relations (0.1), (0.3) can be realized in
integrable models. Evidently, integrable models are the simplest ones for which it
can be done, so, they play the same role for the relations (0.1), (0.2) as the free fields
play for usual bosonic and fermionic relations.

From another point of view the relations (0.3) should be connected with
invariance of the theory under the action of quantum group associated with the
matrix R [10-12]. An example of the phenomenon is considered in the paper [13].
We shall suppose that the models under consideration do possess quantum group
invariance. For particular models it can be checked using the explicit formulas for
S-matrices and form factors of local operators [14-16],

We shall show that for the models with S-matrices possessing asymptotics (0.2)
it is possible to construct the parafermionic operators ψ, ψ (to construct the
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means to present all their matrix elements in the space of states) which satisfy the
following commutation relations and asymptotic conditions:

χi>χΊ;

o> A) = VV(*o> *Ί) Ψk(*o, xι)R]ij ,

Vxi,xi; (0.4)

i , (pθ9 Pι) = M(chβ9 sh/?)

where ^ is "spin" of the parafermion. In the scaling limit φ, ψ give parafermionic
currents in CFT [17].

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 1 we give an introduction to
quantum groups. In Sect. 2 we summarize necessary facts about integrable models,
mainly about the construction of local operators in terms of physical particles. In
Sect. 3 we consider the quantum group invariance and present the general
construction of ψ, ψ. Sections 4 and 5 are devoted to the consideration of
particular examples. In Sect. 4 we construct the operators ψ, ψ in SG model which
is invariant under SL(2)φ and in RSG models which are reductions of SG [13,18].
The models RSG coincide [13,18] with the perturbation of minimal models of
CFT by the operator φ13 [19-21]. In Sect. 5 we consider the scaling 3-state Potts
model which is the perturbation of CFT M 5 by the operator φ21 [21]. In Sect. 6 we
give some additional remarks concerning the subject of the paper.

1. Quantum Groups

Quantum groups defined in the papers [10-12] give examples of noncommutative
and noncocommutative Hopf algebras. The most important property of Hopf
algebras is the possibility to construct the tensor products of their representations.
This property allows to use quantum groups as generalizations of isotopic groups
in QFT (see for example the paper [13] where the invariance of SG under SL(2)q is
established). In this section we give an introduction to quantum groups.

The simplest example of a Hopf algebra is the algebra of functions on Lie
group. Consider for example the group SL(2). Let A be the algebra of functions on
G:feA,f:G-*C The algebra A has a natural set of generators g{ (ij = 1,2) which
are the functions whose values on arbitrary h e G give matrix elements of h in two-
dimensional representation:

The multiplication in A is the usual point-wise multiplication of functions. There is
also an operation of comultiplication A: A:A-+A®A, A is homomorphism. On
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generators comultiplication is defined as follows:

Σ
k

The counit is the homomorphism A-+<E defined on generators as

An important requirement is in existence of the antipode s.A-^A which is an
antiautomorphism of algebras in the particular case under consideration

where g{ are combined into a 2 x 2 matrix g. This formula gives an inverse element
to g considered as a matrix from SL(2). One has

We can reformulate all the theory of Lie groups in these terms. This way seems to
be exotic but it appears to be very useful for generalization. Notice in particular
that the representations of the group SL(2) is in one-to-one correspondence with
corepresentations of the algebra A. Corepresentation is matrix t whose matrix
elements belong to A, and for which the formula of comultiplication is

where means matrix multiplication. The matrix g itself is the simplest example of
corepresentation (the two-dimensional one).

Let us now consider the noncommutative generalization of this construction.
Suppose we have noncommutative algebra A whose generators can be combined
into the matrix g which satisfy the following properties:

1. The algebra A is a noncommutative algebra with unit 1. The (N x N) matrix of
generators g satisfies the relation

where the right-hand side and left-hand side are operators in the tensor square of
<CN, gi =g®Λ gi = I®g- The matrix Rί2 is invertible iV2 x N2 C-number matrix
acting in <CN®<DN.
2. There is the homomorphism A \A-*A®A which is defined on generators as

3. The counit ε is the homomorphism A-+<C, defined on generators as follows:

4. There is an antiautomorphism of A which is called antipode s. For generators
one has

gs(g) = s(g)g = I.

Suppose we are provided with the Hopf algebra which satisfies these requirements,
then we say that we deal with the quantum group. However, one should not
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identify the quantum group with algebra A. The quantum group itself is an object
which cannot be described in inner terms. The algebra A is "the algebra of
functions on the quantum group" [12]. The representation of the quantum group
is the corepresentation of A, i.e. matrix t with elements from A for which the
comultiplication is of form

In what follows two special representations of A will be important. The
associativity and independence of cubic monomes requires that R satisfies the
Yang-Baxter equation, Ώ

Define the homomorphism of algebras ρ + :A

R% (1.3)

The formula (1.3) means that we divide R12 into blocks with respect to the first
space which correspond to g) under the homomorphism ρ + . We shall write (1.3) as

follows: n + ίσλ-B

From (1.1) and (1.2) it follows that ρ + is really a homomorphism of algebras. In the
relation (1.1) R is defined up to a normalization. In all the particular cases the
normalization can be fixed in order that ρ+(g) satisfies requirement 4. Then ρ + is a
homomorphism of Hopf algebras. Similarly we define the homomorphism ρ~(g):

We would like to emphasize that ρ* are representations of Hopf algebra A, but
they are not representations of the quantum group which are corepresentations
of A

Let us consider particular examples which will be used in this paper.

Example 1. The group Z 3 . This is a trivial example which demonstrates the
general character of the above construction. The matrix of generators g is 1 x 1
matrix, i.e. we deat with the algebra with one generator. Evidently^ can be chosen
as an arbitrary constant. We prefer J? = exp(2τri/3). The antipode s(g) is given by

The representations ρ± are

ρ+(g) = exp —- , ρ (g) = exp - —- 1.
\ 3 / \ 3 /

Example 2. The quantum group SL(2)q. The generators g{ are combined into a
2 x 2 matrix g. The matrix R is equal to

1
(1.4)

qm_q-m

qil2
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q is the parameter. The antipode is given by

where

Q

w / 4

It is easy to check that Q± do realize the representations of A. The representation
theory of SL(2)q for generic q (qr φ 1) is absolutely similar to that of SL(2). For qr = 1
certain modifications arise [13]; we shall consider them partly in Sect. 4.

2. Local Operators in Massive Integrable Models

Consider some massive integrable model. For the sake of simplicity we suppose
that the spectrum of the model contains only one particle which possesses isotopic
degrees of freedom. Another assumption is that this particle is not a bound state of
two particles, i.e. the theory does not contain a "φ3-tyρe interaction." So, we
concentrate our attention on the models with one particle and no bound states.
The generalization to the theory with bound states will be considered in Sect. 5 for
the particular example of the Scaling Potts model.

The two-particle S-matrix can be considered as an operator acting in the tensor
product of two isotopic spaces Sί2(β). The matrix S(β) is analytical, it satisfies the
requirements:

S12(β)S21(-β)=I,

S12(πi-β) = c2S'2\(β)c2,

where S2ί = ̂ 12^12^125 ^12 permutes the isotopic spaces, c2 is the matrix of the
charge conjugation c acting in the second space. We require that c2 = L Let us
notice that we do not require here the unitarity of the S-matrix: the equation
S12(β)S21( — β) = I does not necessarily correspond to unitarity. Generally, it is
useful to delay the discussion of Hermitian conjugation and related problems.
Now we present the formal construction considering the space of states and
conjugated space as dual linear spaces.

Following the papers [14—16] we introduce the set of vectors in the space of
states and the dual space

IA...A>,<A...AJ. (2.2)
If the theory possesses isotopic degrees of freedom these vectors lie in tensor
product of isotopic spaces. The vectors (2.2) satisfy the equations
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For βn> ...>βί(βn<...<βί) the vectors (2.2) coincide with "in" ("out") states.
The following pairings take place:

<*1...*m\βH...β1>=δnmγiδ(*i-βdi9

OLm>...>OL1,βn>...>βi,

where / is the tensor which has the following index form: /~<5f;... δfn (i\ ...ϊn and
i,... in are isotopic indices corresponding to the particles ocγ... an and β,... βn).

Consider the matrix elements of some local operator 0(0,0):

where dots mean the terms containing ^-functions δ^ — β^ [15]. These matrix
elements can be expressed in terms of formfactors

0, ϋ)\βn. ../?*>

according to the formula

/(α m . . .αJ j8 1 . . .ω = c 1 . . .c m / ί l ί-(αm-πi;...α 1-πi;j? 1...j8J, (2.3)

where cf is the matrix of charge conjugation acting in the isotopic space associated
with the particle ab t( means transposing with respect to this space.

According to the results of the papers [15] the locality of the operator O is
equivalent to the following properties of formfactors:

1. f(βί...βi,βi+ί...βn)Sii+1(βi-βi+ι)=f(β1...βi+ι,βi...βn)Pii+ι. (2.4)

2. f(βί... βn) is an analytical function of all its arguments which satisfies the
requirement:

(2.5)

3. f(βί... βn) has simple poles at the points βj=βt + πi for j > I The residue at the
point βn = β»-ι + πi is given by

res f(β1...βn-uβn)=f(βi:.βn-2)®sn-1,n
βn = βn-l+πi

x(I-Sn.1Λ(βn-i~βi)^-Sn.Un.2(βn^-βn.2)), (2.6)

where s12 = chi2eh®ei2 (eik is the base in kth space). The form factor f(βx ...βn) has
no other singularities in the strip 0 < Im βn < 2π if there are no bound states in the
theory.

Consider two operators Ol9 02 with form factors fl9 f2. Let us recall the crucial
point of the proof of locality [15]. Consider the commutator \_0ί(x),02(y)] for
x<y (x,y are space variables). The vanishing of the commutator is equivalent
essentially to the following fact. The product of form factors

(2.7)

(A1,A2,Bί,B2 are some sets of rapidities) can be continued analytically with
respect to the variable σ= £ y by — πi giving as a result the following product:

. (2.8)
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This fact follows from the relations (2.4)-(2.6). Really, using (2.4)-(2.6) one can
show that the representation (2.3) is equivalent to the following:

f(am..^1\β1...βn) = c\...ct

mft^'t-(β1..Jni(χm + πU...(χ1 + πί). (2.9)

Using the formula (2.3) for f± and the formula (2.9) for f2 one easily proves that (2.7)
is the result of analytic continuation of (2.8).

In this paper we concentrate our attention on the energy momentum tensor Tμv

and parafermions which are closely connected with Tμv. It is convenient to use light
cone components of the energy momentum tensor: Tστ(σ,τ= ±). Evidently the
formfactors of Tστ can be presented as follows:

fΛβi ...&)= (.Σ Λf e " ' ) (.£ Λf *" ' ) g(β,. βn), (2.10)

where M is the mass of the particle. Due to Tστ being a (1,1) Lorenz tensor the
function g satisfies the equation:

gίβ1+δ9...9βn + δ) = g(βί...βl. (2.11)

If the theory under consideration leads to some conformal field theory in scaling
limit the function g should satisfy the requirements:

1. The integral

is convergent.

2. The series

/.= f dβ2...dβn\\g(βί...βn)\\2 (2.12)
βn>βn-l>-..>βl

Σ In = c (2.13)
0

are convergent. The constant c coincide with the central charge of the limit
conformal field theory.

Consider a more general situation. Suppose the form factors of some local or
quasilocal operator can be presented in a form

where h satisfies the requirements similar to (2.12)—(2.13). Then the formfactors /
define some parafermion operator ψ which becomes parafermion current [17]
with dimensions (Λ,0) in the scaling limit. This statement is quite obvious.

This is all the necessary general information in this paper about local operators
in massive integrable models.

3. Quantum Group In variance and Parafermions

In this section we shall show that quantum group in variance of integrable models
implies the existence of parafermion operators which possess generalized statistics.
Quantum group here is understood as it has been explained in Sect. 1. Usual
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groups can be considered as particular examples of quantum ones. We still
consider the models with one particle and no bound states.

Suppose the S-matrix of the model has the asymptotics:

s12W-β=π+Ri2, sΐ2(β)Ί^^(R21y
ί,

where Rί2 is a certain constant solution of Yang-Baxter equations. As it has been
said in the Introduction if Rl2 is not equal to 1 we deal really with particles
possessing generalized statistics.

Suppose that it is possible to associate some quantum groups G with the
matrix R:

Suppose now that not only Rί2 and ( l^ i )" 1 but Sί2(β) for arbitrary β
intertwine gl9g2:

S12(β)gig2 = g2giSί2(β) (3.1)

If Eq. (3.1) holds we say that the S-matrix is invariant under the quantum group G.
Evidently Eq. (3.1) generalizes the in variance under the usual isotopic group.

We suppose also that the antipode in G is given by

s(g) = cgtc, (3.2)

where c is the matrix of charge conjugation associated with the S-matrix. The
properties (2.1) of the S-matrix mean that

Rϊi^R'fa. (3.3)

Together with (1.2) Eq. (3.3) shows that the matrix is correctly normalized for the
representations

being true representations of Hopf algebra A.
Now, let us define the action of quantum group G in the space of states of the

model. More precisely, we define the mapping Tg\H^>H®A (H is the space of
states):

Tg\βn...βί) = \βn...β1>gn...g1

<βl'"βn\T§ = g1...gn<β1...βΛ\

as usual gt denotes g acting in ith isotopic space. Equation (3.1) means that
scattering commutes with Tg:

Tgy = S?Tg, (3.4)

where Sf is the full S-matrix defined as an operator in the space of states. Thus we
have a symmetry of the theory. Certainly this symmetry is unusual and it is not
clear that we shall be able to get something from it. Really, the operator Tg does not
act in the space of states but maps it into the tensor product of H with some
mysterious A. However, the reasonings of Sect. 1 show that it is possible to
describe in that way the action of the usual isotopic group identifying A with the
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algebra of functions on the group. So, one can hope that noncommutative
generalization of A also can be useful. As it has been shown in the paper [13] for
SG model that is the case and the quantum group invariance may be even more
restrictive than the usual one.

Let us turn now to the local operators. The symmetry with respect to the
quantum group is really interesting if it can be spread to off-shell objects, otherwise
it can be regarded as an occasional on-shell property. In particular it is important
to understand if the energy-momentum tensor is invariant under the action of the
quantum group. The invariance of Tμv means that

TgTμv(x)=Tμv(x)Tg.

This equation is equivalent to the following properties of matrix elements:

g(αfc...α1|j81...j8m) = s(gm+1)...5(gm+fc)g(αk...α1 | jβ1...j?Jgm...g1, (3.5)

where the spaces associated with α x . . . ock have the numbers m + 1 , . . . m + k. Using
(3.2,2.3) one easily makes sure that Eqs. (3.5) follow from the following one:

g(βi...βj = g(βi...βjgn...gi - (3.6)

Let us discuss this condition. Its left-hand side is a vector in the tensor product of
isotopic spaces, while the right-hand side is the vector in the tensor product whose
components lie in A. Thus Eq. (3.6) seems strange. Recall, however, the condition

s(g)g=gs(g)=I. (3.7)

The consistency of this condition with another Hopf algebra conditions means
that s(g)g = gs(g) belongs to the center of the Hopf algebra A, and we fix the value of
the central element by (3.7). The bilinear center element s(g)g generates many
center elements which are homogeneous functions of g of nth degree. Equation (3.6)
means that all the components of the right-hand side vector belong to the center of
A, their values are identified with (C-numbers due to (3.7), and these (C-number
components coincide with the components of the left-hand side. It is instructive to
consider the usual isotopic group from this point of view. We suppose that the
theory contains no bound states. In this case only even particle formfactors Tμv

differ from zero. This fact is in agreement with Eq. (3.7) because the center of A
generated by s(g)g can contain only homogeneous in g functions of even degree.

Suppose that Eq. (3.6) does take place. Then the theory is called quantum
group invariant. Our next goal is to show that if some additional assumptions are
made then the quantum group invariance implies the existence of parafermion
operators possessing generalized statistics.

The convergence of the integral

means that g(βi...βn) decreases when /?π->oo. We suppose that it decreases
exponentially: ^ ^ ^ g _

where Δ is a certain positive number, / belongs to the tensor product of the
isotopic spaces associated with β1...βn. The function f(βi .. β»-i) does not
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depend on βn, that is why it is convenient to extract explicitly the isotopic index
corresponding to the nth space: f^βx... /?„_ J. The functions fx can be considered as
matrix elements of vector operator ψi(x):

Relation (2.11) implies that

where

htβ1+δ,...,βk+δ)=Uβί...βj.

The convergence of the integral (2.12) implies the convergence of

ί\Mβι...βk)\\2dβ2...dβk.

Thus the operator ψt is a parafermionic operator and we have to investigate its
locality.

We define the general matrix elements of ψt by the formula similar to (2.3):

..βm). (3.9)

For local operators the definition (2.3) is equivalent to the following one (2.9):

/ ^ . . . α i l / ί ! . . . / ^ ^ (3.10)

due to Eq. (2.5). In our case the functions / and / differ. Using Eqs. (2.5) and the
definition (3.8) one gets

...Rίa, (3.11)

where Ria act in isotopic spaces associated with βi9 the functions /f are combined
into the covector fa from the space with "number" a.

So we have two operators ψa, ψa with the form factors fa, Ja. These operators are
related by

Ψa(x) = Ψa(x)TβaHg) (3.12)

Consider the commutator \jpa(x), Ψb(y}] for x < y (x, y are space variables). The
form factors of ψa and ψb are constructed from / using the formulas (3.9) and (3.10)
respectively. This fact implies that the commutator \jpa(x),ψb(y)] for x<yis equal
to zero (see the explanations given in Sect. 2 concerning the proof of the locality).

Thus

)=ψb(y) v>Jίχ)>

Now using Eq. (3.11) and the equation

which follows from the definition (3.8) one gets

vΛ*) ψb(y)=Ψb(y) φJίx) Qb(ga)=ψb(y) ψa{χ
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In indices this relation can be rewritten as

ψfc) ψjiy)=ψ/y) ψk(χ)Rίj> χ<y-

Thus the operator ψ does possess generalized statistics.
In the same fashion one can consider the operator <pt whose matrix elements

are defined by (3.10) through the functions J{.

It can be shown that t/3f satisfies the relation

The commutation relation of t/;f(x) and ψfy) does not depend on the position of x
and y:

ψfa) ψjiy)=
Certainly the operators ψi9ψi are local with respect to Tμv:

Thus we have shown that the quantum group invariance together with some
additional requirements implies the existence of parafermion operators satisfying
the generalized statistics. In the next two sections examples will be considered.

4. Parafermions in SG and RSG(r) Model

Let us describe briefly the results of the paper [13]. Consider SG model with the
Lagrangian

& ί(i(^
y

We shall use the renormalized coupling constant ξ = . For ξ > π the
8π — y

spectrum of the model contains only one two-component particle (soliton) [22].
Let us consider the following base in the space of states and the conjugated space:

where | βn... β± >SG are normalized rc-soliton states, σf is the Pauli matrix σ3 acting
in the isotopic space associated with the ίth soliton. Evidently the bases \βn...
</?! ... βn\ are dual bases:

but they are not conjugated with respect to SG conjugation:
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The two-particle S-matrix written in the base \βn...βί)>,

sh-(β-πi)

427

...β n\ is

sί2(β)=
S0(β)

sh-(β-πi) , π2i --j , π

sh-(β-πi)

fcch — s h ? .
2 2 /

Rewrite the S-matrix in the form:

sh-(j9-πi)

2π2i
where Rί2{q) is given by (1.4), q = exp ί —r- \, qί/2 = — exp ί — j . Let us introduce

the quantum group SL(2) The S-matrix is evidently SL(2) invariant:

•(^iΓ1.

The S-matrix possesses the asymptotics

s12W-f^r>Ri2,s12W-

Thus the scattering in SG satisfies all the requirements of Sect. 3.
The form factors of local operators for SG were calculated in [14]. Using the

explicit formulas for the form factors it has been shown in [13] that the modified
energy-momentum tensor

= Tμv + i2 ~ 5 / 2γ v, dμ.

is invariant under the action of quantum group. Trace of Tμv is equal to

mexp(iγ^yφ). The central charge of Tμv in the scaling limit is equal to

y

We would not like to write down the explicit formulas for the form factors of Tμv

which can be found in [14] (certainly, one has to rewrite these formulas in the base
\βn... /?!> which differs from \βn... /?!> S G (4.1)]. The important point concerning
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these form factors is that the functions g associated with them (4.1) satisfies the
following asymptotics:

where

ί + ϊ . (4.2)

The explicit formulas for / and / which can be obtained from the explicit formulas
for g will be presented later. Before doing that we would like to discuss some
principal points.

The functions /, / define two parafermionic operators ψ9 ψ as it has been
explained in Sect. 3. The operators ψ, ψ are two-component ones, they satisfy the
following equal time commutation relations:

The operators ψ,ψ are local with respect to Tμv. It is necessary to emphasize,
however, that the operators ψ, ψ are very bad with respect to those operators
whose transformation properties under the action of SL(2)q are not property
defined. For example, the SG energy-momentum tensor (not modified) Tμv is an
infinite sum of nonlocal operators which transform under different irreducible
representations os SL(2)q. That is why the commutation relations of ψ, ψ, and Tμv

cannot be written in closed form.
The space of states and the dual space can be decomposed into direct sums:

7 = 0
H'=

j=0

{j is half-integer). The subspaces Hj9 H'} are spin j subspaces with respect to SL(2)q

The bases in HpH) can be constructed as follows:

,β 1,/»2...^-i,/U = l l ^

m
ΓO \ aC

Lmn- mn-lJq

mj=ij+mj-ί,

where <*i <*2 <*3 a r e ̂ -analogs ofClebsch-Gordan coefficients (CGC) [23].
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For α2 = | they are given by the formulas:

- ί ί
2 J + ί l _ jU-

m -

Γ; i

where

•qw_q-ii2>

the normalization of CGC differs from that used in [23] in order that they are
Laurent polynomials of g1/4. The following formula for the pairings of the vectors
(4.3) holds:

"'<&, a\, β'2... β'n., f \j,βma.-1...a1β1 >m

* ' « > . (4-4)

which follows from the formula:

EJj,an-1...a1)E">'(a\...a'n_1>f)

Consider now the operators J2ψh, hψjι which provide the block decomposition
of ψ,ψ with respect to the decomposition H= © Hy.

where dots under jίj2 correspond to indices rn^m2 in the spaces Hjl9HJ2. The
operators jjψ^jjφ^ satisfy the following same time commutation relations:

hψj2(
χ)jiΨhiy) = ΣB(j3,jl9j2,f2)hΨdy)hv>h(χ)> x>y> (4.6)

Σ
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where the coefficients B are connected with g-analogs of 6j-symbols [23]:

i h k

For the normalization of CGC accepted in this paper the 6/ symbols are equal to:

fi J J-iV = [2/1 ίi / J + j | ' = [2y + 2]
.i j 7 + iJ, [2/+1]' l i j - i J , [2/ + 1]'

;-il '= L_ J* ^ i+iV ._, J

.i J /-iJ, [2/ + 1]' li / +iJ, [2/+1]'
/ j+iV fi / /-

1 / 1 / 1
.2 7"" 1 7 ~ 2 .

Consider now the case of rational coupling constants: ξ=—. For these
r i

coupling constants qr = ί. From the formula (4.4) it follows that

r—2 v—2
ifjg —-—, but some of intermediate spins at exceed —-—. This is very important
point which was recognized in the paper [13]. This fact provides the possibility of

reduction of SG to RSGir/rJ for ξ= — [13].
r i

Consider the Green function of the kind:

(4.7)

By the definition this Green function can be presented as follows

Due to the equations

Tf|0> = |0>, <0|Tf =

the vector {(P\ψin(xn)...ψiί(xί)\θy} belongs to the singlet with respect to SL(2)q

subspace of (<C2)Θπ. Hence it can be decomposed with respect to the base
{E? ...ίn(0,αl5 ...απ_1?0)}. Now from Eq. (4.4) it follows that only those Green

r — 2
functions (4.7) differ from zero for which jk g — — V/c. Thus hψh are equal to zero

in a weak sense if the Green functions of the type (4.7) are considered for j \ or
r-2

h
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Generally, consider local or quasilocal operators which transform under the
actions of SL(2)q via finite dimensional irreducible representations (the operators
Tμv, ψ, ψ are particular examples). Evidently, these operators constitute, closed
operator algebra. An operator 0j transforming with respect to spin; representa-
tion can be decomposed into blocks which act from Hjl to HJ2 (\j1 —j\ ^j2 ^jx +j).
Consider the Green function of these operators. Then the blocks J2Ojι with j\,j2

r-2 „ . Λ> —— are effectively qual to zero.

What kind of intermediate states can appear in the Green functions (4.7) for

jk = —^—? Evidently, the intermediate states are

\an>βn>an-l ^ l λ (β\> auβl> an- 1> βπ> an\

with an ̂  —r— [we combined the vectors (4.3) with different into one vector]. The

formula (4.4) for the scalar products implies that
π - l 1

r-ΓT (4 8)

It follows from (4.8) that for ξ = — and an ^ —7— the vectors (4.3) with ak > ——— for
r1 2 2

some k are "orthogonal to everything." That is why the space of states H and the
dual space H' can be effectively restricted to those generated by the vectors (4.3)

r_ 2
with at ̂  — — (we denote the subspaces by Hr, H'r). The reduced theories which are
denoted by RSG (r/rx) coincide with the perturbations of the CFT MΓ t Γ + Γ l by the
operator φί3. As it has been explained in [13] for the physical interpretation of the
reduced models we have to introduce new Hermitian conjugation because SG one
is not suitable. The natural receipt is to require

i^ (4.9)

The S'-matrix of RSG (r/r^ is SG S-matrix rewritten in the base (4.3), it is effectively
RSOS 5-matrix [13, 24]. The 5-matrix is unitary with respect to the conjugation

(4.9) for ξ=-^—9 r ^ 3 , fc = O; r ^ 3 , k^ί;ξ= x f ^ , k^O. The algebra of local
KV ~t~ 1 K A

operators is closed with respect to the conjugation only for ξ = πr [13]. These
values of coupling constant are of greatest interest because the corresponding
reduced models (RSG(r)) coincide with the perturbations of the CFT models Mr

by the operator φ13. The above construction gives for RSG(r) the operators h\ph,
r — 2

j2ψh with jl9j2S —y~ with generalized statistics (4.6). The operators J2ψjι9 j2ψjι

are parafermionic operators which give in scaling limit the parafermionic

currents with dimensions (A, 0), (0, A),A = - + -— (4.2). This dimensions coincides
with the dimension A21 for Mr.

 r
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Now we give explicit formulas for the form factors of ψ, ψ. They are obtained
from the formfactors of Tμv [14]. The form factors

are vectors from the tensor product of the isotopic spaces ((C2)®2lI+1. From the
symmetry property

f(βί '"βbβi+l - β2n+l)Sii+l(βi-βi+l)

= f(βi ..'βi+l,βi...β2n+l)

and the form of S-matrix it follows that it is sufficient to point out two components
of the form factors:

f(βί ..-βln+l)!^},!^,

n+ί n

(the same is valid for /). These components appear to be connected by the relation:

f(βi ...β2n+i)l^2^=qn + 1f(β1 ...β2n
n +1 n n+1 n

(the same for /). The explicit formulas for /1...1 2...2 and /1...1 2...2 are

π + l n

1
π + l 2n+l

π

oo oo n 2n+l

# da,... f d«n π Π φ(«i-βj)
oo i=l j=l

Π Π sh-iβj-βi-
i=lj=n+2 ζ

x Y l s h ( c c i - o L j ) e x p < - \ - + - [ n - -

2π \ (2π

7α i}-e x plτ~"
2π

y)βπ+2l...expίy)S2n+1));
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it+1 n
Π

1<J

ζ(βi-β})

oo oo n 2n+ί

* d«i- * d«»n Π φ(«i-
1 1π

Π Π ^
i=ί j=n+2 ξ

Γ[sh(«ί-α,)exp{- [ | ( B - 0 - i ] £

2π

2π \ (In \\ (2π o \
α! l , . . .explyαj exply/?! I,...

/^ \ /^
/2π \ /2π

e x pVT /'"' e x p vT
where

dfc .

sh 2 —shl fc

% means special regularization of the integral [14];

Pn(x1...xn\a1...an+1\b1...bn),Qn(x1...xn\a1...an+1\bί...bn)

are determinants of n x n matrices ||i4||, ||B|| with the following matrix elements:

A i j = Ai(xj\a1...an+1\bί...bn),

n + l

Ai(x\a1...an+1\b1...bn)= Π (x + qll2aj)Qi-1(x\b1...bn)
i
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u
J=i

Π %
7 = 1

β^xlί,... ίp)= ' Σ (1 -q^)xi-k-1qk/2σk(ti - tp),
fc = O

σk(ti ••• tp) is the elementary symmetric polynomial of degree k ( (7^ . . . ίp) = 0 if
fc<0 or k>p).

To finish this section we would like to notice that in the limit £-*oo the group
Slj(2)q becomes the usual group SL(2) SG becomes SU{2) invariant Thirring
model. The operators φ, ψ in this limit give spin \ kinks.

5. Parafermions in Scaling Three-State Potts Model

Scaling three-state Potts model (SPM) is the perturbation of the CFT M 5 by the
operator φ21 with scaling dimensions (f,f) [21]. This model has two particles in its
spectrum: particle (p) and antiparticle (β). The p—p,p—p,p—p S-matrices are

, \(n 2ni\ Λ \(n πi

•4('-τV

The antiparticle is the bound state of two particles corresponding to the pole

β = —- in the S-matrix.

We consider this model because of two reasons: first, SPM is very interesting
from a physical point of view; second, we want to show how can one generalize the
construction described in the paper to models with bound states and different
particles considering the simplest example.

The space of states is generated by the vectors

\βn -βl)εn...εi>

where ε~ ±ί distinguishes particle and antiparticle. The group Z 3 generated by
the element g(g3 = l) acts on the space of states as follows:

Equations (2.4)-(2.6) on form factors of local operators can be easily
generalized to this situation. But there is an additional equation which reflects the
structure of bound states:

res JWi. .βn-uβX...^^
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The form factors of physically important operators for SPM were calculated in the
preprint [25]. The form factors of Tμv can be expressed in terms of the function g
(2.10) which is given by

x P({exp(β})}J:εj= 1

φ + k6) Σ βX), (5-1)
6 j l / /

where k(<f) is the number of particles (antiparticles),

2πi\ \ . 2πi

{β

. J / Λ w 2 , 9πfc\ t πfc
sm -(p + πι)κ+ -s ir — sh—-

x e x p ^ m^f dkj'

I
1 y/3 i

= (-̂ — I exp — -

\2π) F y 3

^ I exp [ΓJΛττ

2π) F y 3J/c(shπ/c)

Z 3 symmetry of Tμv require that J] ε, = 0(mod 3). The function P(aί... ak \ bγ... b^) is
equal to (ax + fc1)"1 for fc = / = l, for fc + ίf>2 it is given by the integral

—

x Π («<+b;) Π («ί - «/) Π (t« - ίj) Π (ίi - «/). (5-2)

where the contour c surrounds zero, i.e. all the integrals are equal to the residues at
the points ^ = 0, u—0. Actually, P(a1 ...ak\b1 ...b^) is a polynomial and the
integral (5.2) presents the polynomial in a compact form. Another useful form of
P(ax... a3m) (f = 0) is given in [25]: P is equal to the determinant o fmxm matrix
| |M|| with the following matrix elements:

σk is an elementary symmetric polynomial of degree k.
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Now let us construct parafermions. We have two particles, that is why we
shall construct two parafermionic operators ψε:

fs(βi.» A - i k . . * . - ^ Mm e^giβ, . . ./?„_ufiX.^y,

explicit calculation using (5.2) shows that A = §. Similarly we have two operators ψε

with form factors

Returning to the formal procedure of Sect. 3 we realize that now we have two
representations ρ+ :ρε+ associated with two particles

Similarly there are two representations ρ_ :ρ l :

The operators ψε, ψε satisfy the following equal time commutation relations:

ψε(χ)ψΛy)=expi-y**')wΛy)v>ε(χ),

Ψe(x)Ψε'ίy) = expί-yεε'Jψε{y)ψε(x), x>y;

ΨE(X) Ψε'iy) = exp i-y *A ψλy) Ψε(x)>

These operators have spins (f,0), (0,f) and give in the scaling limit the
parafermionic currents considered in [17].

From the formula (5.1) one easily gets the formulas for the form factors of \p& ψε.

-nζs^βi-βj)

h -i I {exp(̂ )}i:£j.= -1)

) Σ βλ), (5.3)

l '"βn)ει...εn = fί(βl
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where

Jdί± . . . fd ί

c c 3 i

x π (««+*/) π (««-«/) π (t-tmiti-K

i...βfc|2»i •• A ) =

f x f ± Π Γ Π Γ
c c 3 i i

x Π («i + bj) Π ( « ( - «i) Π (ί( - ίy) Π (U ~ «/) •

The last two lines in (5.3) follow from the equations

ψB(x) = Cψ- ε(x) C, ψε(x) = Cψ. ε(x) C,

where C is the operator of charge conjugation which changes particles to
antiparticles.

6. Additional Remarks

We have shown that the generalized statistics of physical particles leads to the
generalized statistics of local operators and have presented the explicit construc-
tion of these operators. Let us return to the construction. What we have really
done is test the energy-momentum tensor by the particle with large momentum
(which is becoming light-like). Let us denote the result of the testing by
(T)β(β-> ± oo). We have shown that for the models considered

It is interesting to study the result of the testing for other models. Here several
possibilities arise.

For a pure bosonic model (for example sh-Gordon model [26]) one gets using
the formulas for form factors,

where φ is the Bose field.
There are models with bosonic spectra containing the interaction of φ3 type

(for example RSG (2/2n + l) [18], £8-model [27]). For these models we have

(6.1)
/f-+00

but the operator A appears to be nonlocal (its two-particle form factor has a pole).
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Actually, the operator A can be expressed in terms of T+ +:

A(ξ,η)= j T++(ξ',η)dξ'.
— 00

Certainly it is very natural that we cannot obtain a local operator by means of (6.1)
for this kind of model. Otherwise we have an operator which gives spin 1 current in
the scaling limit and the theory cannot be a perturbation of minimal models
of CFT which is supposed about RSG (2/2n +1), E8 model. Generally it is clear
from these reasonings that the perturbations of the minimal models of CFT
should either have generalized statistics physical particles or contain the
interaction of φ3-type.

Finally, there are models which contain logarithms in the leading terms of
ultraviolet asymptotics. For example for the 0(3) nonlinear σ-model one gets [16]:

where n is an n-fϊeld.
Another point is that the construction presented in the paper can be used for

getting parafermionic fields with higher spins. For example in SG model one can
consider the limit of the energy momentum tensor form factors when the rapidities
of (2/ +1) particles become much greater than the rest of rapidities and project onto
SL(2)q a spin) representation with respect to these particles. Then one gets a spin j
[with respect to SL(2)q~\ parafermion whose Lorenz spin can be calculated and

appears to be equal to 2/ . For ξ= — these dimensions coincide
S 7*1

with the dimensions A2j+lfl in M r r + Γ l .
It is possible also to consider the limit when the rapidities of (2jί +1) particles

go to plus infinity while the rapidities of (2/2 +1) particles go to minus infinity and
project onto SL(2)q spin ̂  and spin) 2 representations respectively. Then one gets
the operator 0J^2(x) which transforms under the tensor product of spin Ί and
spin j 2 representations. This is the most general situation (parafermions corre-
spond toj1 or j 2 equal to zero). Unfortunately it is difficult to calculate the scaling
dimensions of these operators for general jl9j2- they are not parafermionic ones
and the investigation of short distance behaviour of Green functions becomes a
complicated problem. It is possible, however, to generalize the reasonings of Sect. 3
and to calculate the equal time commutative relations of these operators:

= Σ, 0^(x)0i%(y)(R^^n,ίiRhJ^, (6.2)

x<y.

The relations (0.4) are particular cases of the relation (6.2). The operators 0J^2

generate local spinless operators

oj(χ)= Σ imoiί-m(χ).
j/2
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These operators for RSG model should give spinless operators φ2j+ ί t l in the

scaling limit.

Finally, let us notice that every invariant under the action of the quantum

group operator generates the associated operators via the same procedure. In

particular the disorder operator in SPM being Z 3 invariant generates the order

operator. The operators expί—^——I, fc^l in SG model which give for the

reduced model the operators having φltk+1 as scaling limits generate the operators

giving in the scaling limit φ2j+i,k+v
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